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The anomalous transport coefficient D is 
usually evaluated by ~/k2, where~ and k are 
the linear growth rate and wave number for the 
most unstable mode [1]. There are mysteries, 
such as the radial shape of thermal conductivity 
x, the dependence of energy confinement time 
on current and ion mass. To resolve these 
problems, we proposed a new approach for the 
turbulence and transport, i.e., the picture of the 
self -sustained turbulence [2]. It is shown that 
the anomalous electron viscosity~ can cause 
nonlinear microscopic ballooning mode and 
interchange mode in toroidal plasmas. The 
balance between the stabilization by X and ion 
viscosity J.l determines the stationary turbulence 
and anomalous transport. Figure 1 shows 
schematic view. 

The reduced set of equations is used for the 
high-aspect ratio circular tokamaks. The 
equation of motion, Ohm's law, and energy 
balance equation are employed. The ExB 
nonlinearlity is treated in the following manner. 
First, we calculate the driven mode (k2) by the 
interaction between the test mode (k) and the 
back-ground turbulence (kt). The back
interaction of the driven mode with back-ground 
fluctuations gives the nonlinear effect on the test 
mode. This effect is expressed in terms which 
are proportional to [<1>-t,[<t>t,YIJ], where <1> is 
the static potential, the suffix 1 denotes kt, Yk is 
the test wave component., and [, ] denotes 
Poisson bracket. With the assumptions that the 
gradient scale of the envelope I <1>-t<l>l 12 is much 
longer than 1/k and that turbulence is isotropic, 
the term [<j>_~,[<j>t,Y kJ] is approximated as 

lk 1..L cp 11
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fl1_ /2. Finally, we use the mean field 
approximation (Onsagar ansatz) that the 
diffusion terms on the mode k are approximated 
by those of k ~ 0 limit. 

By these procedures we have the 
renormalized set of equations for the test mode 
components {U= fl. ..L <p , J and p } ( suffix k is 
suppressed) as 
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where ais the classical conductivity, and 
transport coefficients Dij are given as 

Dij = L~k 11_ cpd2
B-2K!1Hi)/2 , H 11 = k~..L , 

H 12 = i gkl/fk~..LYjL H13 =A 1 k~1_ ypj , 

H21 = i ~k v/Yjt, 
H k2 -1 iA k V B-1 1 1 22 =ru1 1..LY j1 + 1 1e Po Y]1YP1· 

H23 = i~ 1kllyp}', H31 =- ikw VpoB-1ypi , 

H32 = k 1e Vp~k 11 B-
1
Yj}yp\ , 

H - k2 -1 ..J:k2 1 1 h 33- Yu1 1..L'Y p 1 + ~ 1,,r'Yj1 'Yj;1 , w ere 

Yu 1 = y(1) + J.lk~j_ ' Y j1 = y(1) + J.leki..L' 

Yp 1 = y(1) +Xk~1_, 'Y(1) is defined as 

aylat = y(1)y"'' , g = B2/mini, ~ = nee21me, 
1 ,.... 

A 1p = B(miniR)- VpxV(2rcos8)·s 

K1 = Yu1k~..L +e2B
2
k1,(mimeY j1)-
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iA 1 k w V p0B - 1y P 1- 1 and other notation is 
standard. The diagonal elements D 11, ~2 and 
0]3 are the ion viscosity, current diffusivity and 
thermal transport coefficient. 
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Fig.1 Mode growth rate vs turbulence level 
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